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The Byzantinische Bibliographie is the sole existing professional bibliography for all fields of Byzantine studies!

• Comprises approx. 32,000 bibliographic entries
• Entries are organized systematically by subject area and enriched by short discussions and references to relevant review articles
• The database comprises the accumulated bibliography that is being published in print in the journal Byzantinische Zeitschrift, III Abteilung
• Unique and indispensable aid for Byzantinists, historians, medievalists, theologists, and Hellenists
Content

The *only* comprehensive professional bibliography in Byzantine Studies, now available online:

- User interface offers easy access to the bibliographic data through extensive search options, including subject browsing capability
- State-of-the-art classification
- Updated regularly, based on content
- Approximately 4,000 new entries per year
The Search

Simple search

The **simple search** scans the full text.

Example: Search for “Albrecht Berger”
The Search

Results list
4 entries

Select the number of results per page.
Results can be sorted by Title, Author, Publication Year, or Relevance

Clicking on the title opens the document display.
The Search

Document display

Change to "Reading View"

Navigate between all search results

A grey background marks hit-term highlighting

Bibliographical information

Entries are cross-linked

Link to library catalog/content
The Search

Using the browse function, articles can be filtered by 15 main subject levels, which can be further organized by up to four category levels.

Click fold-out menu for sub-categories

Search by clicking on the subject title
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Advanced search
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Product information

The Byzantinische Bibliographie Online includes the Byzantinische Zeitschrift from volume 98 (2009) onwards. The database contains around 30,000 entries in total, and each year several new entries are added. The entries are organized systematically and are enriched by short discussions and references to related literature.

Choose from 7 search criteria:

- Title
- Full Text
- Title
- Author
- Periodical / Series
- Publication Year
- Publisher
- ISSN / ISBN

Click here to open the advanced search options
The Search

Advanced search: Using a search criterium from the drop-down menu.
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Complex search:
Combining two search criteria

Possible combinations:

Title
byzanz

And
Periodical / Series
Byzantinische Zeitschrift

And
Publication Year
2012

Clear your search from individual search criteria

Here in combination with AND

Save
Licensed access
Additional Database Features

Find-as-you-type display

Matching articles appear already while typing.
Additional Database Features

Helpful documents

You can find further PDF documents underneath the browse menu.

Search Help

Search Help Byzantinische Bibliographie

Quick Search

The search box for quick search is displayed on the left-hand side. Enter a search term and click the magnifying glass to launch your search. The search will be performed in the Full Text search field.

Advanced Search

Select More search options... from the menu bar to open the advanced search form.

Three entry fields are available, each of them is preset with a search criterion. You can select a different search criterion from the list available for each entry field. The result of your search is always a bibliographical entry.

The following search criteria are available:

- Full Text: searches through the full text of all entries in the database. With this search criterion you
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Byzantinische Bibliographie Online at www.degruyter.com/bbo